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Emerald Ash Borer (EAB)

Introduction: Jon MacMull

Hi everyone. Thank you so much for coming tonight to learn more about Emerald Ash Borer 
and how it affects Rattray Marsh Conservation Area.

I’m Jon MacMull. I’m with Credit Valley Conservation. I’m joined by my colleagues Rod Krick, 
CVC’s manager of Terrestrial Ecosystem Restoration & Management, Kevin De Mille, CVC’s
Emerald Ash Borer Invasive Species Technician and Dave Wiley, CVC’s Forestry Foreman. 

Also in attendance is Bob Morris, our Senior Manager of Natural Heritage, Jesse deJager one 
of our conservation lands planners and Jamie Williams our Events Coordinator.

Special recognition to CVC’s cheif administrative officer Deborah Martin-Downs and last but 
not least a big thank you to our Chair, Councillor Pat Mullin for being here and for her strong 
support for Rattray Marsh.

I’d also like to recognize the RMPA with Jean Williams and Janet Bumstead for their support.

So.. Why we’re here. We’re all here because we care about Rattray Marsh and its future.

Rattray Marsh CA will see significant changes over the next few years – with or with human 
involvement

So this is an opportunity to manage these changes – to guide that change to a positive 
outcome.
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What is Emerald Ash Borer (EAB)

• The emerald ash borer is a small, shiny, emerald 

green beetle that attacks and kills healthy ash trees

• Ash is found throughout many of the forests in 

eastern North America and it is a commonly planted 

street and landscape tree

• EAB is an invasive species

• EAB arrived in North America from Asia – first 

identified in 2002 in Detroit and Windsor

What is the emerald ash borer?

The Emerald ash borer is a  Small, shiny, emerald green beetle that attacks and 
kills healthy ash trees.  

Ash (genus Fraxinus) is found throughout many of the forests in eastern North 
America and it is a commonly planted street and landscape tree.

The emerald ash borer or EAB arrived in North America from Asia and first 
identified in 2002 in Detroit, Michigan, and in Windsor, Ontario.
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What is Emerald Ash Borer (EAB)

• EAB can fly from 1 to 10 km in search of new ash hosts

• Large-scale spread of EAB due to people moving infested ash 

products

• December 2007: CFIA confirms the presence of EAB in Toronto

• 2008: EAB was discovered in Mississauga, Ottawa, Brampton, 

Oakville and Quebec

The beetle can fly from 1 to 10 km in search of new Ash hosts.  

However the large scale spread of EAB is due to people moving infected ash 
products – including nursery stock, lumber and firewood.

In December 2007, the CFIA confirmed the presence of EAB in Toronto. 

In 2008, EAB was discovered in Mississauga, Ottawa, Brampton, Oakville and 
Quebec.  



Insect Life Stages

Adult

• Shiny, emerald green, average of 
8mm long (1/2”) and 3mm (1/8”) 
wide

• Emerge from D- shaped exit hole 
chewing through the bark

• May to late July, with peak time 
to mid-late June

• Feed on ash leaves for several 
weeks, mature and mate

Now I’ll discuss the life stages of the Emerald Ash Borer

As an adult, its Shiny, emerald green, With an average length of only 
of 8mm (1/2”) and 3 (1/8”) wide

Adults emerge from small D-shaped exit holes in an ash tree by 
chewing through the bark

You’ll find them in May to late July, with their peak time to mid-late June

They feed on ash leaves for several weeks, then mature and mate



Insect Life Stages

Egg

• Lain July – August under bark scales 
and crevices

• 1 mm long cream turning to brown

• Larvae hatch and burrow down to the 
inner bark (phloem) to feed

The EAB Egg is lain between July and August under the bark scales 
and crevices of ash trees

The egg is only 1 mm long and is a cream to brown colour

The EAB larvae hatch and burrow down to the inner bark to feed



Insect Life Stages

Larvae

• Feeds on the inner bark, most destructive 
life stage

• 24 mm to 30 mm in length (4x the adult 
size)

• Creates an S – shaped feeding gallery

• In September, feeding slows down and the 
larvae borrows up into the bark and over 
winters in the pre – pupae larvae

The Larvae Feed on the inner bark

This is the most destructive life stage of the Emerald Ash Borer

Larvae are 24 to 30 mm in length (which is 4x the adult size)

They create a characteristic an S – shaped feeding gallery under the 
bark of ash trees. This feeding is what destroys healthy ash trees by 
disrupting the tree’s respiration.

In September, feeding slows down and the larvae borrows into the bark 
and overwinters – this is the transition to the pupae stage



Insect Life Stages

Pupae

• Larvae molt into pupae and 
subsequently transform into adults.

• The pupae are present in host trees 
from late April until mid-June.

In the Pupae stage Larvae molt into pupae and subsequently transform 
into adults.

The pupae are present in host trees from late April until mid-June.
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Current Regulations

• The Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA) is responsible for 
preventing pests of quarantine significance from entering or spreading 
within Canada.

• The CFIA believes there is continued merit in slowing its spread and 
protecting Canada’s ash resource. This is achieved by:

– regulating the movement of ash materials and firewood

– enforcement activities

– Surveillance and monitoring

– effective communications

– continued research

Current Regulations

The Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA) is responsible for 
preventing pests of quarantine significance from entering or spreading 
within Canada.

The CFIA believes there is continued merit in slowing its spread and 
protecting Canada’s ash resource. This is achieved by:

-regulating the movement of ash materials and firewood

-enforcement activities

-Surveillance and monitoring

-effective communications

-continued research



Current Regulations

EAB Regulated Articles

• CFIA declared that the movement of any ash tree article from a regulated area without 
the consent of the CFIA is prohibited. Ash tree articles include:

– ash nursery stock

– ash logs and branches

– ash lumber

– ash wood or bark

– ash wood chips or bark chips

– firewood from all tree species

The CFIA declared that the movement of any ash tree article from a regulated area 
without the consent of the CFIA is prohibited. Ash tree articles include:

-ash nursery stock

-ash logs and branches

-ash lumber

-ash wood or bark

-ash wood chips or bark chips

-firewood from all tree species
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Current Regulations

• March 2011 the CFIA amalgamated the regulated areas of southern 
Ontario

• Prohibits the movement of specific materials including any ash 
material and firewood of all species in and out of this amalgamated 
zone

• Movement of firewood and ash wood materials is allowed within a 
regulated area.

In March 2011 the CFIA amalgamated the regulated areas of southern 
Ontario

They Prohibit the movement of specific materials including any ash 
material and firewood of all species in and out of this amalgamated 
zone

Movement of firewood and ash wood materials is permissable within a 
regulated area.
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This is the CFIA’s amalgamated regulated area for Southern Ontario

Movement of ash material and all firewood is prohibited from within this zone to 
outside of it.


